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Ibaraki City  DISASTER PREVENTION HANDBOOK  DAILY PREPARATIONS

Learn from the experience of those 
in disaster -stricken areas.

If you think, “I’m all right,” you are in danger.

Active faults in and
around Ibaraki City

Assume the largest 
damage in figures

The Great Hanshin-Awaji Earthquake (in 1995) and the Great East Japan Earthquake (in 2011) 
took the lives of many people and inflicted enormous damages. In recent years, natural 
disasters, such as torrential rain caused by unusual weather and flooding or landslides caused 
by typhoons, have occurred in many places across the nation. We have collected the voices of 
victims who experienced those earthquakes in the past.

At the time 
of disaster

In the 
evacuation life

When
evacuating.

Underneath the center of the city lie the 
Arima-Takatsuki fault line and the Ikoma 
a n d  U e n o  f a u l t s  r u n  a r o u n d  t h e  
circumference of the city.

Assume the largest damage when an earthquake 
(M7.5±0.5, with an intensity of less than 5 to 7) takes place 
within the Arima-Takatsuki fault zone.

Source: Ibaraki City regional disaster prevention plan(Amendment in March, 2015)

Please check such things as the safety of your 
house, emergency supplies and evacuation routes.
　It is important to discuss disaster prevention with 
your family and neighbors.
※Please read “Emergency Action Now!” so that you can act 

immediately when disaster strikes.

Hyogo

Osaka

Kyoto

Nara

Arima-Takatsuki 
fault line

Ibaraki City

Rokko-
Awajishima 
fault line

Osaka Bay 
fault line

Ikoma 
fault

Uemachi 
fault

Chuo- Kozosen Faults line
(The south Awaji island)

Source: Questionnaires of the disaster victims after the great Hanshin-Awaji earthquake（conducted by the Fire Department of Kobe City）

about

12
people

deaths

In the event of an earthquake, 
what were the things that you 
should have prepared in advance?

No.1 
Drink water

No.2 
Flashlight

No.3 
Emergency food

The voices from 
the affected areas

That day, That time, That place
Learn 
from 

experience

It is essential to prepare for 
an emergency on a daily basis.

No way! Why me?

I should have written down 
his phone number.

about

3,600
people
injuries

sufferers

about
43,000
power outage

about

22,000
Fully or partially 
destroyed bldg.

about

25,000
people

about
89,000
people

evacuees about
 54％

water outageabout
6,000lines

tie up telephone lines

The probability of a Nankai Trough Earthquake, said to become the largest 
earthquake in West Japan, occurring within the next thirty years is about 
70%. It would not be unusual for it to occur at any time.

I couldn’t act fast enough.
The Hanshin ‒Awaji Earthquake (Male)

Ｉshould have confirmed 
the location in advance.

It was far to evacuation shelter.

The East Japan earthquake (Male)

I felt uneasy because 
I could not understand 
Japanese.

The Hanshin ‒Awaji Earthquake (Foreign man)

It was very helpful to 
keep flat shoes in my office.

As I was in my office at the time of the 
disaster, I had to walk home.

The East Japan earthquake (Male)

I learned my husband was safe 
after three days.

The East Japan earthquake (Female)

I evacuated earlier than 
was advised.

As I felt danger,

Immediately after, my house 
swept away in a landslide.
The landslide disaster of Hiroshima city. (Male)

so he could not eat 
most of the supplies.

My son has any food allergies,

The Hanshin ‒Awaji Earthquake　(Female)

It is important to work 
in close cooperation.

Neighbors gave me information in writing.

The East Japan earthquake (Hearing-impaired female)

As I wrote down the 
name of medicine, 

I could take the same prescribed 
medication.
The East Japan earthquake (Asthma patient Male)




